Corona News December 3rd, 2020 New regulations New curiosities
65 million infections worldwide Germany reached 1,128,000 with 17,823 deaths
TOP 4 world infection rates: USA 14 million, India 9.5 million, Brazil 6.4 million, Russia 2.3 million
The 3 largest EU infection countries: France 2.3 million, Spain 1.7 million, Italy 1.6 million Over 1.5
million Deaths worldwide. Argentina Colombia England Mexico Poland and Germany over 1 million.
Numbers copyright: Johns Hopkins University & Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center

Germany - Numbers on December 3rd, 2020 0.00 a.m. (attention weekend)
Total infections: 1,106,789 / + 22,046 on the previous day, deaths 17,602 / + 479 on the previous day
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Yesterday Merkel met again with the prime ministers of the federal states, at least via video
conference. The corona considerations of the last few weeks were reconsidered here and these were
initially extended until January 10, 2021. We know the known exceptions for Christmas until New Year
2021, so that there are still a few corona patients left at the beginning of the year. Because hardly
anyone is aware of the exemption rule, bookings also increase extremely with airlines. B. Lufthansa.
The railways, too, certainly have a reason why almost DOUBLE as many trains are suddenly being used
as usual. Where do they come from now and all the conductors? Both were always not available, but
felt 100% delays on the ICE trains. The declared new old goal is to bring the number of infections below
50, nationwide. And the wise guys have recognized that correctly: The Federal Republic is far from and
will remain so.
Because the measures taken, like now for about 2 - 3 weeks, wearing masks in public places in the
open air or on the streets outside, namely bring nothing. Because there was and is no infection there
anyway, yes, maybe 0.1%, and if it is eliminated it does not reduce the number of infections. But the
smart group didn't notice and therefore wants to sell them to the citizens. Latest announcement,
allegedly by the WHO: It would also make sense to wear a mask in your own apartment, especially if
you have visitors or are in the same room with several people. Sure, and I wear one to the toilet too.
Fortunately, the state cannot control anything in one's own home; I say it here quite openly and clearly:
I don't wear a mask in my own rooms, on the streets or outside. There is enough evidence that even
wearing the so-called everyday masks does next to nothing. If you watch Anne Will last Sunday's show,
you'll know why. Mr Lindner delivered the statement that Mrs Merkel made. Thank you for admitting
that everyday masks (also called surgical masks) against the virus make next to no sense.
And while we're on the point of meaningfulness: What did Lindner say in relation to the restriction in
retail? The citizens stand one behind the other in the bus, the citizens stand in line in front of a shop,
only to have 20 square meters to themselves in the shop? Unfortunately only a theoretical example
that is not true in practice. Did I already report: How is the practice, Mr. Lindner? Probably not been
shopping for a long time. The practice is like this: In a department with 200 square meters there are
30 customers, in another department with 500 square meters there are 10 customers. Overall, the
number fits, but how customers are distributed in the store is not checked by a public order office or
managing director. Doesn't interest anyone either. Pure theory with the 20 square meters.
Regarding the costs of the pandemic, it was only said that the federal government, states and
municipalities would have to work together. Bridging aid III would start from January 2021. And so that
the debts continue to rise and the citizens have to pay off something, Scholz first increased the new
debt to 90 billion, then 120 billion, and now to 180 billion euros, which number comes next? What
nobody said, that the citizens are excessively involved in the costs. That the citizens will be the ones

who will and will bear the main costs. Why ? Who has to buy additional hygiene products / masks /
gloves and other materials? The citizen ? Who will get this reimbursed? Business enterprises, but not
the citizen. Even with the ridiculous FFP2 mask, which is now intended for certain groups of people,
they should make an additional payment. At 15 pieces. That's how silly the state is. Throw away
hundreds of billions of euros with economic support, not a penny too much for citizens, too little for
that. And what else do citizens pay for Corona? The already announced and partially implemented
increased health insurance contributions and increase in the additional contribution. Aha. And third,
and there is no question of it either, although e.g. Prime Minister Because Lower Saxony is an avid
advocate of it: The Corona Soli. Solos GDR gone, Solos Corona, that's practical, the state doesn't need
to abolish anything, just rename it.
Another topic the vaccination centers. Germany is already busy setting up vaccination centers,
discussing the distribution, who gets first, who last, who not at all, etc. Stupid, there is still nothing to
vaccinate, nothing to distribute. Different in Great Britain. While Spahn and Karliczek lull the citizens
full-bodied about how great and big the orders from Germany are and they have taken extra because
of the security, which is not true, since everyone has to be vaccinated twice anyway with the Biontech
vaccine, so his are enough 100 million doses not even for the planned 60% of the population, that's
arithmetic a la Spahn. Put. 6. What is the UK doing meanwhile? Lets the application through with
express approval and will probably be the first country to be supplied and possibly really start
vaccinating in December. And the USA? The US subsidiary Pfizer had applied for emergency approval
there. But it is probably not through yet. It is noteworthy that Germany was one of the first countries
to publish order quantities, but is now behind the scenes when it really comes down to getting
vaccines. Why ? Because no EU country can allow itself. The EU regulates everything for all EU
countries. So all or none, and that can take time. When has the EU acted quickly? No way. Think how
many months it took to release the supposedly all-important € 750 billion in corona aid. More than 3
months. That is EU speed. In the meantime, Laschet in Germany prefers to boast about 5000 volunteers
who want to help with the vaccinations. Really great. In Germany they prefer to take care of the
trappings first.
So a company has now been found that makes vaccination doses, which can be stored extremely cool,
also possible for storage, in virtually any place in the world. According to its own information,
MECOTEC GmbH has deep
cooling solutions for a
stationary
and
mobile
solution for safe storage of
the vaccine up to -80
degrees. A mobile unit can
hold 700,000 vaccination
doses, a stationary unit a
good 2 million doses.
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How well the mobile unit in particular is secured against theft / break-in and what costs are incurred
for both elements per element, unfortunately no
information about this, a request from me is pending. Of course, Dr. Specht at NTV: He believes that
vaccinations will start in Germany from January 2021 on hand-picked people. Attention: You need a
written invitation, you can't just go there, says Dr. Woodpecker. In addition, there are probably mobile
vaccination teams. B. drive to nursing homes and vaccinate there. When it comes to side effects, he
says very clearly that although the same rules apply as for the approval of other vaccines, the followup period is extremely short; means that rare side effects that only occur later cannot be observed at
all in this short time and only occur later. And he also makes it unmistakably clear: It takes years to
establish what is known as herd immunity with 60 - 70% German or world citizens. Well then, buy new
masks.
The other topics have nothing to do with Corona, so no information about them. It should also be said
that a new meeting should take place on January 4, 2021, where it will be decided how things will
continue with Germany. Incidentally, I would also like to note that the non-vaccination protection
requirement propagated by Spahn and other politicians is already in a state of uncertainty. Why ?
Because allegedly there is a vaccination certificate in the pipeline that certifies that you have been
vaccinated. And if you don't have this passport, you will e.g. Having problems attending or booking
events while flying, attending events, etc. So duty through the back door. Wait and see.
Although, as is well known, retailers not only increased drastically online in October, but also many
local retailers were able to grow well (there are always losers, both online and on-site), some
associations and individual chains leave no stone unturned in the employees who are now have gone
to their performance limits for months, continue to sack: Attempts are made again and again to get
through so-called Sunday openings in different places, supposedly to absorb at least a small loss of
sales. So I ask myself what loss of sales should be made up with half an opening day, because Sunday
is only 4 -5 hours of opening time? The best excuse could be seen in an interview the other day. The
worst part was that the interviewee didn't even notice his faux pax. It was about stationary retailers,
their losses, etc. His remarks: The city center is dying out, the streets are getting emptier, and due to
the partial lockdown, mask requirement also on public streets, waiting times in some shops outside in
the cold, that's what they want the customers do not, they stay at home and order online. As far as I
can understand. But here it comes, attention: when asked, requests have now been made to open the
Advent Sundays as well, he says: We also want to straighten the situation a little, since customers also
have time to shop on Sundays. Uh, didn't he just say the streets were empty? What does he want to
straighten out? That is the logical argumentation of someone who only wants to break the shop closing
in times of Corona. Fortunately, neither verdi nor dishes fall into this scam - so far.
Finally something from the curious area. You have already noticed that Prime Minister Laschet's son is
said to have threaded a deal with masks and other corona protective material. It is said to have gone
so that a fashion company got a big million dollar deal through the son, which the son "brokered" his
father. According to the state government, Mr. Laschet is said to have entered into the deal because
of the "emergency" because there was virtually no provider on the market at the time. It sounds
familiar to me: What was it like back then, when Söder's wife produced masks that were then bought
in Bavaria, so to speak. Later it was said that there were only a few. Or something like that. But family
members are always there. Politicians know you very well that such connections raise questions, so
why are you doing it? Certainly not out of charity.
And just now comes in a surprise message: The Bundestag's Council of Elders has allegedly granted the
members of the Bundestag a bonus of up to 600 euros for additional work related to Corona, tax free.
I beg your pardon ? They only complained a few weeks ago that Spahn would decide everything

without asking them. What did they have to do with Corona? What kind of a council of elders is that?
I can think of the right words for this, but I just can't bring you here, otherwise the report will be
blocked again.
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